Read what our customers are saying!
Wayne, Over the years, I've read many testimonials. This is
probably the first time I offered mine. Crown Molding and Trim,
coupled with the True Angles® I purchased from you actually
made cutting and installing crown molding fun. Yesterday, I had a
door installed in my theater room and the installer, noting the great
looking crown molding, asked if I did it. I proudly told him yes
and showed him your book. He said it looked better than many
contractors who had been in the business for years. I can't imagine
an easier way to perfectly cut crown. Mmmm, looks like the office
could use some crown!!! Thanks Again, Robert B, Maryland
Wayne, As a shop teacher in high school, it was difficult
finding "good" books on any given technical subject. I
am happy to see that has now changed. How refreshing it
was to find your book on Crown Molding. Your examples
and illustration are terrific. You have a step-by-step
approach to the procedure in order to produce perfect
joints. I thank you for all the effort you have put into the
book, and your quick response to my e-mail questions.
Bob L, Washington

Wayne, Thank you for the time and energy you spent writing this
book!!! I had the contractor that built my kitchen quote me to do
my crown molding and trim. I bet you can imagine what I thought
when he said $9,000. I used your book and tools and installed the
crown and trim in my house from top to bottom. It was a little
challenging at first, but well worth the effort and the savings. It
looks great. The contractor that quoted me saw the completed work
and got all upset that I gave the job to another contractor. LOL . I
knew then that I did it like a pro. Thanks. Jeff B, California
Wayne, I recently ordered one of your kits to do the crown molding in my 120+
year-old farmhouse. At first, I was a bit intimidated by the amount of detail in the
book, but once I got started, I was grateful for it. I also thought the plastic crown
molding templates would be a waste of time, but I soon found them indispensable.
They kept me from cutting the wrong end of the board several times. Thanks.
Will A, Florida
Wayne, I am about halfway through the molding in the house and have already
done a very complicated stairway, two rooms with picture rails and ceiling and
wall trim. I could never have done it without your book, templates, True Angle®
tools and Excel program. Thank you! Barry E, Oregon
Wayne, I want to thank you for your help in answering questions about a crown molding project at my
daughter’s home. Your explanations were very clear and helped me tremendously in dealing with various
angles. Your book is very helpful. By the time we finished the project, we were cutting crown molding
like a pro. Thanks again. Ken S, Texas
Wayne, Wow your email reply was great!!! Thanks again! I wondered why most of my corners were not
working out so well. I broke the rule cutting the crown face up for some cuts and then face down for
others. Ok, so the next house I cut all of my crown molding laying flat and face up as you show in your
book - it worked!! Thank you for all your help and support in answering my questions!!! Laurie M,
Canada
Wayne, My first crown molding job turned out great. My customer
was so pleased that she hosted a party and invited several of the
neighbors to the big event. They were all impressed with the results.
Thanks to you and all of your help and patience with me, I’m ready to
take on other projects. I want to thank you for all of your help and
guidance along the way with my first project. Again, thank you.
Gary S, Washington
Wayne, WOW!!! I wish I had your book and tools when I started this job! I had spent hours upon hours
trying to get the right joints and failed miserably. Thanks to your system, I have just cut and installed a
perfect cathedral ceiling….I MEAN PERFECT!!! Thanks for the great customer service and excellent
system…YOU GUYS ROCK!! Thanks again. Vareck W, Texas
Wayne, I have thoroughly loved your book and cannot get enough of installing crown molding. This is
my third home installing crown and personally have enjoyed all the challenges and hurdles these projects
give me. The aid of your book has been fantastic and all hurdles have been overcome with your
assistance. Thank you. Todd P, Tennessee
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HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
I have written this book with the novice do-it-yourselfers in mind who would
like to add beauty and value to their homes. I have developed a simple 3-step
method that will allow even the most inexperienced homeowner to easily cut
and install crown molding and trim. Nothing you do will improve the
appearance and value of your home more than beautifully installed crown
molding/trim. Hiring a professional will cost 5 to 10 times more than doing it
yourself. With my proven 3-step method, you will be able to easily cut and
install crown/trim and save thousands of dollars.
The professional carpenter will also benefit from this book because of the
simple approach I have developed for cutting crown for a cathedral ceiling.
Even some of the most experienced carpenters have difficulties with cathedral
ceilings.
A major portion of this book is devoted to explaining how to make certain types of turns with crown
molding or trim. I have followed up with numerous examples to further demonstrate these concepts.
Once you understand these simple concepts, you will be able to use your Original True Angle® tools, as
well as the tables and charts included in this book, to easily make the cuts needed.
There is nothing difficult about installing crown molding or trim. All you need are the right tools and
information to do the job. Complete instructions are included for both types of saws, a miter saw or a
compound miter saw. I strongly encourage you to read this book from cover to cover before you begin
making any cuts. If you can hammer a nail, you can Install Crown Molding & Trim Like A Pro! Become
a master of compound miter cuts.

Easy 3-Step Method to Install Crown Molding & Trim
1. Measure the corner angle with your True Angle® tool.
2. Get the miter and blade tilt angles from the charts/tables in this book.
3. Set your saw and make the perfect cut.
Need help or have a question? Call toll free 866-544-2016
or email me direct at Wayne@CompoundMiter.com
About the Author:
Wayne Drake has been a mechanical engineer by profession since 1973. He has an extensive background
in advanced mathematics and engineering graphics. He received his Bachelor of Science degree in
Mechanical Engineering from Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta, Georgia in December 1972 and
his Master of Science degree in Aeronautical Systems Engineering from the University of West Florida in
1976. His interest in cutting and installing crown molding and trim stems from his many years as a
woodworking hobbyist. The event that led to the founding of www.compoundmiter.com (March 2000)
was the construction of six of the large birdfeeders shown on his website and in Chapter 16 of this book.
While making these as Christmas presents, he discovered, after cutting all 24 gazebo roof pieces, the
birdfeeder plans had the wrong miter and blade tilt angles. He then sat down and graphically derived
what is now called the Compound Miter Chart© which illustrates the relationship between corner angle
and crown slope angle for a compound miter cut. Today, www.compoundmiter.com is the best and only
one-stop-source for information on how to cut any compound miter angle.
http://www.compoundmiter.com, a Quint Group company, since March 2000
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Getting Ready/Gathering Materials
The first step to installing crown molding or trim is to gather your materials. You will need the usual
items such as a saw, hammer, nails, caulk, putty knife, etc. In addition to these items, you will need a set
of The Original True Angle® tools to measure corner angles and the Miter Table© or the Crown Molding
Table© depending upon how you will be cutting your crown molding or trim. The Miter Excel Program©
(available through our website) also contains all of the charts and tables. Let's start by providing
information about the True Angle and how to use it.

Using Your True Angle® Tool
The Original True Angle® is the "world's fastest, easiest angle
maker.” It can be used to measure any inside or outside corner
from 0 to 360. The tools are manufactured to very close
tolerances, resulting in accuracy equal to or greater than any
other angle-measuring tool that might cost 5 times as much.
The True Angle® tools are unbreakable and carry a lifetime
free replacement warranty if broken, cracked or shattered.
The True Angle® replaces every triangle, protractor, try square, bevel square, rafter square, framing
square, combination square, or any other angle making template presently manufactured anywhere in the
world. To use the tool, just place the two blades against the two surfaces you want to measure and read
the corner angle from the scale printed directly on the tool. If you ever have difficulty loosening the
tension nut on the True Angle, hold the lower blade of the tool in your left hand, then rotate the upper
blade counter-clockwise (CCW). All of the True Angle® tools can be purchased through our website.

Why do I need to measure my corners? Aren't they all square?
It is not uncommon to have corners out of square as much as 3. If you are cutting 5" crown molding, a
3 error will result in a 3/8" gap in the joint. (The larger the crown, the bigger the gap.) With a true
corner angle measurement, you will be able to get the exact saw settings to make the perfect cut.

Measuring an Outside Corner – (Corners that measure between 180 and 360)
The 7" True Angle is used to measure this outside
Outside Corner
corner because of the doorframe casing to the left.
(Use the longest tool that will fit the corner for best
Read angle here
accuracy.) Set the blades of the True Angle® tool
at approximately the corner angle to be measured.
Then tighten the tension nut so the two blades will
Tension Nut
hold their position but can still be adjusted. Fit the
blades of the tool snugly against the two walls
228
7" True Angle® tool
allowing the tool blades to move to fit the corner
angle. Remove the tool and read your corner angle. There are two angles indicated on the tool at the
hairline. The outer scale is for reading inside corners directly and the inner scale shows the outside
corners angle. Since the inner scale does not have 1º tic marks, the outer scale is used to determine the
exact angle for an outside corner. To determine the outside corner angle, subtract the outer scale reading
from 360º. For example, the outer scale reads 132º, so the actual outside corner angle is 360º minus 132º
is equal to 228º (360º - 132º = 228º). The outer scale is used to measure both inside and outside corners
because of the 1º tic marks. This outside corner measures 228.
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Note: When cutting any type of crown/trim, the two indicated angles on the tool (inside or outside corner)
will have the same miter and blade tilt angles found in the Miter Table© (Chapter 3), the Crown Molding
Table© (Chapter 4) or the Compound Miter Chart© (Chapter 5). The only differences are in the way you
place the crown/trim on your saw and in which direction you adjust your miter and or blade tilt angles.
To make it easy, just use the correct template as a guide for the type of cut you want to make (See
Chapters 4 and 5 on how to make your own templates or simply purchase a set through our website).

Measuring an Inside Corner – (Corners that measure between 0 and 180)
Here I am using my 23" True Angle to measure
an inside corner. In this example, the inside corner
is 132. For an inside corner, read the angle from
the outside scale on the True Angle.

23" Tool
132

Inside Corner
24" Crown Molding and Trim Special

92

I am using my 24" (heavy-duty) True Angle® Crown
Moulding Special to measure the angle of an inside
corner. Always measure the corner angle at the location
you are going to install your trim or crown. Do not
measure 4' off the floor and use that angle for baseboards
or crown.

Which True Angle® Tool Do I Need?
We offer a wide selection of True Angle® tools available
on our website. The tools range in size from 7" to 96" in
length. The sizes shown in the photo to the right (7"
through 24") are ideally suited for trim and crown molding
applications. Use the longest tool that will fit the corner.
The shorter tools will be needed for those short walls that
the longer tools will not fit. The larger tools (30" through
96") are great for construction/foundation layout
applications, including cabinets, countertops, and flooring.

7"
12"
18"
23"
24"

For the do-it-yourselfer, the best tools for crown molding and trim application are the 7", 12", 18", 23"
and 24” True Angle® tools. These can be purchased as a Best Value Tool Package (7” free, 12”, 18” &
23”), the Contractor Tool Package (7” free, 12”, 18” & 24”) or they can be purchased individually. The
24" tool is contractor-grade, heavy-duty (blades are 0.125" thick x 2.5” wide). The Original True Angle®
tool is a precision manufactured tool that has many uses. You and your family will discover hundreds of
other uses for the True Angle® tools in both your workshop and around the house. My wife uses hers for
sewing and crafting, while our children use theirs for schoolwork.
The minimum size we recommend is the 18" tool (unless the wall is too short for the tool). Why?
When drywall is installed in your house, a metal cap is placed on the outside corner. Drywall mud is then
applied to smooth the corner. If you measure an outside corner with a 7" tool, because of the corner cap
and the mud, you will not have an accurate corner angle measurement of the two walls. We recommend
you extend past one wall stud (typically 16" on center) to measure the corner angle. The 18" tool will
take you past the first wall stud and provide a more accurate measurement of the angle between the two
walls.
http://www.compoundmiter.com, a Quint Group company, since March 2000
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Try this: Place a 3' straight edge horizontally, starting on any outside (drywall) corner in your house.
Now look at the straight edge and the wall about 6" to 8" from the corner. You will see approximately
1/8" to 1/4" gap between the wall and the straight edge. If you use a 7" tool to measure this corner, you
will not have the true angle measurement of the walls (it will be about 3 to 4 less than the true wall
angle). The 23" or 24" True Angle® tools will provide the best accuracy for outside corners. The 7" and
12" tools are ideally suited for close corners where the larger tools will not fit.

Estimating Crown Molding/Trim to Purchase
To estimate the amount of material to purchase, make a sketch of your work area using your True Angle
tool. This will not take long to do, but it could save you another trip to the building supply store because
you ran out of material or you bought too much.
Measure each wall length and corner angle and place these dimensions on your sketch. To estimate how
much crown/trim you need, add the lengths needed for each wall to get a total. Because there is always
some scrap left over from every cut, you will need to add extra length to each piece. For trim, round the
wall lengths up to the next whole inch, then add 3" for each piece. For crown, round the wall lengths up
to the next whole inch and add 1.5 times the crown width to each piece (e.g., 4" crown width x 1.5 = 6"
extra for each piece).
Let's do this example as though we were
installing baseboard. Baseboard piece #1 would
be 186"+3" = 189" (186" was obtained by
rounding 185-3/8" up to the next whole inch).
Continue around the room for each piece. You
should get a total of 855" of trim needed. Divide
855" by 12 to get the number of feet (85512 =
71.25 ft.). Round 71.25' to 72'.

32-3/8"
10"
88

132
228

87 1/8"

32-9/16"
24"

72"
132
228

4"
85-7/8"
92

87-5/8"

Room Layout with dimensions
and corner angles.
272

120"

Most crown/trim comes in 16' lengths. To
#2
74-1/8"
obtain how many 16' pieces of trim you need,
Baseboard Piece #1
divide 72' by 16 (7216 = 4.5 pieces of trim).
88.5
93
You will need to get 5 full lengths of trim. You
185- 3/8"
should start on the longest wall. Try to use the
long, full lengths to place on the long walls of the room and use the shorter pieces cut from the long
pieces to do the shorter walls. By planning this way, you will not need to make any splices in the trim
unless, of course, you have a wall longer than 16' (See Chapter 7).
If you were installing 4" crown molding, you would round each wall length up to the next inch and add 6"
(4" x 1.5 = 6") to each wall length. Wall #1 would be 186"+6" = 192". The total would be 891" of 4"
crown molding or 4.7 pieces of 16' crown molding. You would need to purchase 5 full 16' lengths.
Let's run through a small exercise to determine which pieces to cut from each full length of trim. Start by
numbering the longest wall in your layout sketch as wall #1. Continue clockwise (or counter-clockwise if
you prefer) around the room. In our example, we have a total of 12 pieces (12 walls) of trim to cut from 5
full lengths (16' lengths) of trim. Next, number each piece of trim #1 through #5. (Always start a full
length of trim with the longest wall remaining.) For full-length trim piece #1, mark the back of the trim
"wall piece #1". As you determine which wall pieces you are going to cut from each full length of
trim/crown, mark the back of that full length of trim until all crown/trim is marked.
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1st piece of 16' trim: Start with the longest wall. You will be able to cut wall #1.
2nd piece of 16' trim: Start with the next longest wall. That will be wall #12 and then walls #7 and #9.
3rd piece of 16' trim: From this piece, you can get walls #3, #4 and #6.
4th piece of 16' trim: Next would be wall #5, #2 and #10
5th piece of trim: The remaining walls are #8 and #11.
After all of your trim is marked, start with wall #1 (the longest wall in the
room) and work your way around the room installing each piece as you go.
Cut and install crown/trim piece #1 (Chapter 3). Next, install trim piece #2.
Locate the full length of trim you labeled for trim piece #2 and use this one
to cut #2 from. Continue around the room until all of your trim is installed.
If you are working on a tight budget and want to keep costs down, ask an
employee at the building supply store if you can cut only what you need
from a full-length piece (e.g., trim pieces #8 and #11). The drawback to
this is, that during the installation, if you make a wrong cut or split a piece
of trim while nailing, you may not have enough trim to finish the job.

Summary and Review
How to Use The Original True Angle® Tool
Set the blades of the True Angle® tool at approximately the corner angle to be measured. Then tighten
the tension nut so the two blades will hold their position but can still be adjusted. Fit the blades of the
tool snugly against the two walls allowing the tool blades to move to fit the corner angle. Remove the
tool and read your corner angle. To loosen the tension nut, hold the lower blade in your left hand and turn
the top blade counter-clockwise. Use the longest tool that will fit the corner.
How to Layout and Plan Your Work
Use your True Angle® tool to measure all the corner angles and place the corner angles and exact wall
lengths on your sketch. You will then use your sketch to work from as you install your crown. You will
need to purchase about 10% more crown than the sum of the wall lengths (if your total is 150 ft., then
purchase 165 ft.). Use your 7” True Angle® tool to measure the crown molding spring angle of each
piece to make certain that they all have the same crown spring angle, page 34.
How to Mark Each Piece of Crown/Trim
We covered how to take each full length of
crown/trim and decide which wall piece we will
cut from it. Mark the first full length piece of
crown/trim for the longest wall, then determine
which of the shorter walls can be cut from the
remainder of that first full piece. Do this until
all of the full lengths of crown/trim are marked
for the proper wall.
Start installing the
crown/trim on the longest wall. It is best to
install your crown/trim sequentially as you work
your way around the room either clockwise
(CW) or counter-clockwise.
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Squaring Your Saw
One of the most important, and often overlooked, things to do before starting your crown/trim project is to
check the square and accuracy of your saw. I often get emails from customers who are having a difficult
time making good compound miter joints. They have followed my instructions, but the joints just do not
fit. This is often caused by not squaring your saw before you start. Since all compound miter joints are
cut as a mirror image of each other, for each degree the saw is out of square, the joint has twice the error.
It is not uncommon for the fence on your saw to be out of square as much as 3. If you are using 5"
crown molding, 3 out of square will result in a 3/8" gap in the joint. In this chapter, I will be covering
the basic process of squaring a saw, using my 10" compound miter saw as an example.

Saw Adjustment Locations
Let's start by briefly describing the general
locations of the adjustments. Check your owner's
manual to find the location of all of your
adjustments. Your saw may be different, but the
adjustment process will be the same. Squaring the
blade tilt on a compound miter saw will be done
with the blade tilt stops, the blade tilt scale, and
scale pointers. The miter will be adjusted using the
fence adjustment bolts and the miter angle pointer.
Be sure to check the overall tightness of all of the
nuts and bolts on your saw. Check to make sure
the blade will rise up and down smoothly. (If you
have a miter saw, check to make sure the saw blade
is square with the miter table.)

Blade tilt pointers
and scales
Blade tilt stops
Fence adjustment bolts

7" True
Angle®
tool

7" x 5" Exact
Angle® square
Miter pointer.

Blade guard
Blade guard lock

Compound miter saw adjustment locations.

Always unplug your saw before making
any adjustments! Follow your saw manufacturer's

Rubberband

safety procedures carefully to avoid injury.
Blade tilt pointer
and scale
Blade

Release the blade guard lock and rotate the blade guard up
and out of your way to gain free access to the saw blade.
The blade guard is spring-loaded and will not stay in place.
Here, I have used a rubber band to secure the blade guard.
We will first square the blade tilt, then square the miter.

Secure blade guard to access saw blade
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Square the Blade-tilt
You should use your Exact Angle® square or your
7" True Angle tool. (A full line of Exact Angle®
squares is available on our website.) Place your
square as shown in the photograph to the right.
Make sure the square is not resting on a saw tooth
and that the base of the square is resting on the
miter table. There are two adjustable blade tilt
stops for a compound miter saw that must be
checked.
One of these is the 0 blade tilt
adjustment. Adjust the 0 blade tilt stop until the
saw blade has full contact with your 90 square.

Use a Precision 90 square
Or 7" True Angle tool

Adjust 0 blade
tilt stop until
square has full
contact with saw
blade.
0 blade tilt
adjustment
(not shown)

Place square between
two saw teeth.
Place the Exact
Angle® square
firmly on table.

90

Setting the 0 blade tilt on your saw.

Blade tilt locking handle

First loosen the blade tilt locking handle and tilt the blade
all the way against the 0 blade tilt stop. (Leave the blade
tilt locking handle loose.) Now check your 90 square to
see if it is resting firmly against the saw blade. If there is a
0 blade tilt
gap between the top of the square and your saw blade, the
adjustment.
blade tilt stop needs to be adjusted so that the saw blade
tilts more to the left. Loosen the jam nut on your 0 blade
Jam nut
tilt adjustment and turn the adjustment counter-clockwise
until the saw blade is in full contact with your square. If
Adjusting the 0 blade tilt.
the gap is between the bottom edge of your saw blade and
your square, turn the blade tilt adjustment clockwise. When finished, lock the blade tilt jam nut and
recheck the square to ensure it is in full contact with the miter table and your saw blade. If you are using
a miter saw (blade will not tilt), you do not have blade tilt stops, but there will be some adjustments for
squaring your saw. Check your saw manual. It is important that the saw blade makes a true 90 angle
with the miter table.

Adjusting Blade-tilt Scales and Pointers
You are now ready to set the blade tilt pointers so
they read the correct angle. Loosen the screw that
holds the pointer, then align it with the 0 mark on
the scale. If there is not enough adjustment in the
pointer to align the 0 mark, loosen the scale to
make further adjustments. When finished, you
should get a perfect 90 angle between the saw
blade and the miter table with the saw head resting
on the 0 stop. Both pointers (left and right side)
should be in perfect alignment with the 0 mark on
the blade tilt scales. On a compound miter saw,
there are usually two blade tilt pointers and two
blade tilt scales. All will need to be set. Now move
the blade tilt to the 45 blade tilt stop and check the
angle between the saw blade and the miter table.
Adjust the 45 blade tilt stop if necessary.

Square the blade tilt to the
miter table, then adjust the
pointers to get exact
readings. Adjust the scale
if necessary.

Pointer adjusting screws.
Adjust the pointers first
then the scale if needed.

The pointer hairline
should align perfectly
with the scale 0 mark.

Scale adjusting screws.
Adjust these if needed.

Adjusting 0 blade tilt scales and pointers.
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Square the Fence
Now that you have the blade tilt square with the
Blade guard
Fence adjusting bolts.
table, you are ready to square the fence with the
(opposite side not shown)
saw blade. Set the blade tilt in the 0 position and
Place The Exact
Saw blade
make sure the miter-indexing lever is set in the 0
Angle® square firm
position. Lower the saw head down so the blade is
against saw blade
Fence
through the miter table. My 10" compound miter
Position between
saw has a lock pin (not shown) to hold the saw in
saw blade teeth.
90
the down position for storage or transportation.
Check your saw manual for the same feature and
Adjust fence until full
lock the saw blade down. Place your Exact
contact with the Exact
Angle® square or your 7" True Angle® flat on the
Angle® square.
miter table against the saw blade and the fence.
Miter
indexing
Make sure your square is not resting on any of the
Setting the 0 miter on your saw.
lever
saw blade teeth. Hold the square firmly against the
saw blade, then check to see if there are any gaps between the square and the miter fence. If the square
does not rest in full contact with the fence, loosen the fence adjusting bolts and align the fence. When
finished, lock the fence adjusting bolts and recheck the square of the saw blade and the miter fence.

Adjust miter pointer hairline in perfect alignment
with miter scale 0 mark.

Miter
indexing
lever.

Miter pointer
adjusting screw.

Setting the 0 miter pointer.

The last adjustment is to set the miter pointer. Loosen the
miter pointer screw and adjust the pointer hairline so that it
is in perfect alignment with the miter angle scale as shown.
If you need more adjustment, check your saw manual for
any additional adjustment locations.
Tighten all adjusting screws and bolts and recheck both the
0 blade tilt and the 0 miter setting with your Exact
Angle® square. If both are still set to 90, you are
finished.
Congratulations! You have now set the square of your saw
and are ready to start cutting your crown molding or trim.

Summary and Review
You must check the square of your saw before you begin.
This is very important. There are a lot of differences
between saws that are on the market. Check your saw
manual for specific instructions. However, all saws will be
squared in much the same manner. First square the saw
blade (90) to the miter table, then adjust the pointer hairlines
to read 0 blade tilt. Square the miter fence to the saw blade
and adjust the miter pointer hairline to the 0 miter setting.
This simple alignment process will guarantee perfect miter
joints for all your crown molding or trim work.

Square blade tilt to 90.

Square miter to 90.
Use The Exact Angle® square to
square the blade tilt and miter.
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The Quintessential System for Installing Crown Molding & Trim

Tools to make your job easy!
Crown Molding & Trim Complete Package #1
Package #1 contains everything you need to install crown molding and trim. Our
detailed instructional book, Crown Molding & Trim: Install It Like A PRO!, is
written in easy-to-understand text with over 400 photographs. Four unbreakable
True Angle® tools with our lifetime warranty are included to measure corner
angles, as well as a 5x8 try square and a set of crown molding templates for setup
of your saw. Durable laminated charts and tables are perfect for use on the
jobsite. The Miter Program allows instant calculations of your saw settings.

Crown Molding & Trim Complete Package #2
(Our Best Package for Crown Molding & Trim)
Contractors and residential owners both agree that this top-of-the-line package
has everything you need for all your molding and trim projects. We have
replaced the 23” tool in Package #1 with the Heavy Duty 24” True Angle® tool –
the absolute BEST tool for installing crown molding and trim. Buy the best!

Crown Molding & Trim Complete Package #3
Already have our book, Crown Molding & Trim: Install It Like A PRO!?
Package #3 is the same as Package #1, except we have removed the book.

Crown Molding & Trim Complete Package #4
This is our most popular package for those who already own our book,
Crown Molding & Trim: Install It Like A PRO! Package #4 is the same as
Package #2 without our book. Buy the best!

Need help or have a question? Call toll free 866-544-2016
or email me direct at Wayne@CompoundMiter.com
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Baseboards and Trim
In this chapter, we will address how to cut and install trim which is placed flat on the wall. We will use
both a miter saw (blade will not tilt) and a compound miter saw (left or right tilt or both left and right tilt).
This type of trim includes baseboards, chair rails, quarter and half-round trim, cove molding, corner
molding, fireplace trim, and door and window casings.
Trim is most often installed using horizontal turns and will either form an inside or an outside corner,
such as when you are installing baseboards or chair rails. Trim can also turn vertically when you are
trimming out a staircase or other areas that run at an incline or sloping angle. Let's start by demonstrating
how to cut horizontal turns using a miter saw. Always check the square of your saw before you begin
cutting (Chapter 2). As we work our way through these examples, you should make yourself a template
for each example. Cut the templates about 3" long and label each one as shown. Using your set of
templates will prevent you from cutting your trim wrong.

Using a Miter Saw
Horizontal Turns
Blade tilt = 0

Trim

0 Miter
CW

CCW

Adjust miter angle for a miter saw

If you are using a miter saw to cut your trim, stand your
trim up with the back of the trim placed firmly against the
saw fence. The saw I am using here is a compound miter
saw. A miter saw operates the same when you set the
blade tilt to 0 and only adjust the miter angle either
clockwise or counter-clockwise.
There are two common problems when using a miter saw.
Often the trim is taller than the fence, or in the case of very
large trim, the saw blade will not cut all the way through
the trim. In the case of the fence being too short for the
trim, you can attach a straight board to the fence to extend
the height. The back (top and bottom) of the trim must rest
firmly against the fence. If your saw will not cut through
the trim, use a larger saw or smaller trim.

Outside Corner Left-hand Piece
Measure the corner angle where you want to install the
trim using your True Angle® tool. Then obtain the miter
angle setting you need from the Miter Table© located at
the end of this chapter. For the outside corner left-hand
piece, rotate your miter saw counter-clockwise to the miter
angle for the corner you measured. Here I have set my
miter for an outside corner cut for the left-hand piece. Let's
say, as an example, the corner you measured is 268.
From the Miter Table©, for a corner angle of 268, you get
a miter angle of 44. Set your saw as shown and make
your cut.

Miter angle from
Miter Table©
Outside corner LH piece

CCW

Outside corner Left-hand piece
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Outside Corner Right-hand Piece

Outside Corner RH piece

CW

To cut the outside corner right-hand piece, rotate the miter
setting on your saw clockwise to the same miter setting as
in the 268 outside corner example above. You will then
have the right-hand piece of the outside corner. To get a
perfect joint every time, you should always measure the
corner with an accurate angle-measuring tool. The True
Angle® will provide the accuracy you need to obtain
perfect joints.

Outside corner Right-hand piece

Inside Corner Left-hand Piece
Using your True Angle®, measure the corner angle where
you want to install the trim. Then obtain the miter angle
setting you need from the Miter Table©. For the left-hand
piece, rotate your miter saw clockwise to the miter angle
for the corner you measured. Here I have set my miter for
an inside corner cut for the left-hand piece. Let's say, as
an example, you measured an inside corner of 93. From
the Miter Table© you get a miter setting of 43.5. Set
your saw on 43.5 as shown and make your cut.

Inside corner LH piece

CW

Inside corner Left-hand piece

Inside Corner Right-hand Piece
Inside corner RH piece

CCW

To cut the right-hand piece for an inside corner, rotate the
miter setting on your saw counter-clockwise to the same
miter setting as for the left-hand piece. You will then have
the right-hand piece of the inside corner.

Inside corner Right-hand piece

Upward/Downward Turns
Trim can also turn vertically when you are trimming a
staircase or other areas that run at an incline or sloping
angle. When you are making cuts for vertical turns using
a miter saw, cut these exactly the same as when you are
using a compound miter saw. See Upward/Downward
Turns on page 21 for details on how to cut this type of
turn using a miter saw.
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Using a Compound Miter Saw
Horizontal Turns
If you have a compound miter saw, you can lay your trim
flat on the saw table. I prefer using this method to cut all
trim and crown molding simply because it is easier to hold,
especially when cutting very small pieces. To cut the trim
laying flat, all you need to do is set the blade tilt to the
correct angle obtained from the Miter Table©. Use the
same settings as in the examples above, except tilt the
blade instead of rotating the miter table. The miter will
remain set to 0.

19

Adjust blade tilt for correct cut.

Lay trim flat

Miter Angle = 0

Cutting trim using a compound
miter saw with trim placed flat.
Adjust blade tilt for correct cut.

Outside Corner Right-hand Piece

Outside corner -RH
Miter Angle = 0

Using the True Angle®, measure the corner angle where
you would like to install the trim. To obtain the correct
blade tilt, use the Miter Table© and read the angle which
corresponds to the corner angle you measured. Place the
trim flat on your saw with the bottom of the trim towards
you and the blade tilted to the left to the correct angle.

Bottom of trim

Outside Corner – Right-hand Piece

Outside Corner Left-hand Piece
If you have already measured this corner angle in the
previous step above and have not changed your saw
settings, you are already set to cut the trim. Place the
trim flat on your saw with the top of the trim
towards you and the blade tilted to the left to the
correct angle.

Tilt blade to the left

Outside Corner – LH

Top of trim

Outside corner – Left-hand Piece
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Inside Corner Right-hand Piece
Using the True Angle®, measure the corner angle where
you would like to install the trim. To obtain the correct
blade tilt, go to the Miter Table© and read the angle that
corresponds to the corner angle you measured. Place the
trim flat on your saw with the top towards you and the
blade set to the correct angle tilted to the left.

Tilt blade to the left

Inside corner - RH
Top of trim

Inside corner – Right-hand piece
Tilt blade to left

Inside Corner Left-hand Piece
If you have measured this corner angle in the previous step
above and have not changed your saw settings, you are
already set to cut the trim. Place the trim on your saw flat
with the bottom of the trim towards you and the blade
tilted to the left to the correct angle.

Inside Corner LH
Bottom of trim

Inside corner – Left-hand piece

Templates
Inside Corners - Horizontal Turn
I strongly recommend you make a set of inside and outside
corner templates for horizontal turns. Label them as shown
in these two photos. Keep these with your miter saw and
use them each time you get ready to cut a piece of trim. For
example, if you want to cut a horizontal turn, inside corner,
right-hand piece, place that template on your saw and use
the template as a guide to set your miter or blade tilt
obtained from the Miter Table© that fits your corner angle.

Horizontal Turn
Inside Corner – LH

Horizontal Turn
Inside Corner – RH

Bottom of trim

Bottom of trim

Outside Corners - Horizontal Turn

Horizontal Turn
Outside Corner – LH

Horizontal Turn
Outside Corner – RH

Bottom of trim

Bottom of trim

It does not matter what type saw you use (a miter saw, a
compound miter saw, or a sliding compound miter saw),
all left-hand and right-hand pieces for horizontal turns,
inside and outside corners, will look just like these two
templates.
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Upward/Downward Turns (e.g., Stairs)
If you need to turn your trim up or down, you can cut your
trim using a miter or a compound miter saw. With either
saw, only use the miter adjustment and cut the trim placed
flat and face-up on your saw. Simply measure the corner
angle with your True Angle® and use the Miter Table© at
the end of this chapter to get the miter setting.
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Blade tilt = 0

Lay trim flat

Miter Angle = 0

CW

CCW

Adjust miter only for cutting
trim that turns up or down.

The next two pictures show how to set up your saw to cut trim if you want to turn upward. For the lefthand side, place the trim flat on the table with the top next to the fence, then set the miter counterclockwise. For the right-hand side, do the same except rotate the miter clockwise. Measure the corner
angle and get the correct miter angle from the Miter Table©.

Upward turn LH

Upward turn RH

Bottom of trim
Bottom of trim

Upward turn – LH piece

Upward turn – RH piece

If you want to turn the trim downward, place the top of the trim next to the fence. For the left-hand side,
rotate the miter clockwise. For the right-hand side, rotate the miter counter-clockwise.

Downward turn LH

Downward turn RH

Bottom of trim

Bottom of trim

Downward turn - LH

Downward turn - RH
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Downward Turn Templates

Downward
Turn - LH

Downward
Turn - RH

I highly recommend you make a set of downward and
upward turn templates. Use the previous instructions, and
label as shown in these two photos. Keep these with your
miter saw and use them each time you get ready to cut a
piece of trim. If you want to cut a downward turn left-hand
piece, place that template on your saw and adjust the miter
to the setting from the Miter Table©.

Bottom of trim

Bottom of trim

Upward Turn Templates
It does not matter what type of saw you use (a miter saw, a
compound miter saw that tilts to the left or in both
directions, or a sliding compound miter saw), all left-hand
and right-hand pieces for upward/downward turns will
look just like these templates. Only the miter/blade tilt will
change depending on the corner angle the trim makes.

Upward
Turn - LH

Bottom of trim

Upward
Turn - RH

Bottom of trim

The Miter Table© is intended for use with a miter saw
only. It will not work for making a compound miter cut.
The Miter Table© will provide the angles needed for cutting trim that is installed flat on the surface. You
can also install crown molding using the Miter Table©, but the crown will need to be propped up against
the fence as described on page 24.

Summary and Review
Before you start cutting your trim, make a sketch of your work area using your True Angle® tool. Then
measure each corner angle and each wall length. From this sketch, you can estimate the amount of trim
needed to do the job (Chapter 1). You should also check to make sure your saw is square (Chapter 2). If
your saw is out of square, every joint you cut will have a gap.
While cutting your trim using a miter saw or a compound miter saw, it is very important to use your
templates. Your templates will prevent you from cutting your trim backward. Label them as shown and
keep them with your saw. There is nothing more frustrating than cutting your trim and finding out that
one end is cut backward. To use your templates,
find the template that matches the corner you need
to cut. Place the template on your saw and position
the miter and/or the blade tilt in the direction
indicated by the cut on the template. Then set the
miter and/or the blade tilt using the Miter Table©
to make the perfect cut.
The Miter Table© will provide the miter angle
needed for your saw. Just measure the corner
angle with your True Angle®. Look up the corner
angle in the Miter Table©, read the corresponding
miter angle setting, and adjust your saw using the
correct template as a guide.
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Miter Table© (see page 24 for set up details and page 93 for face angle miter scale definition)



For cutting all trim that is installed flat on the wall (includes baseboards, chair rails, quarter
and half round trim, cove molding, corner molding, fireplace trim, and door and window casings).
For cutting crown molding propped up (also known as “upside down and backwards”).

Miter Table©
Corner Angle
Inside or Outside

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

360
359
358
357
356
355
354
353
352
351
350
349
348
347
346
345
344
343
342
341
340
339
338
337
336
335
334
333
332
331
330
329
328
327
326
325
324
323
322
321
320
319
318
317
316
315

Miter Angle
90.0
89.5
89.0
88.5
88.0
87.5
87.0
86.5
86.0
85.5
85.0
84.5
84.0
83.5
83.0
82.5
82.0
81.5
81.0
80.5
80.0
79.5
79.0
78.5
78.0
77.5
77.0
76.5
76.0
75.5
75.0
74.5
74.0
73.5
73.0
72.5
72.0
71.5
71.0
70.5
70.0
69.5
69.0
68.5
68.0
67.5

Corner Angle
Inside or Outside

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

Miter Angle

Corner Angle
Inside or Outside

67.0
314
91
66.5
313
92
66.0
312
93
65.5
311
94
65.0
310
95
64.5
309
96
64.0
308
97
63.5
307
98
63.0
306
99
62.5
305
100
62.0
304
101
61.5
303
102
61.0
302
103
60.5
301
104
60.0
300
105
59.5
299
106
59.0
298
107
58.5
297
108
58.0
296
109
57.5
295
110
57.0
294
111
56.5
293
112
56.0
292
113
55.5
291
114
55.0
290
115
54.5
289
116
54.0
288
117
53.5
287
118
53.0
286
119
52.5
285
120
52.0
284
121
51.5
283
122
51.0
282
123
50.5
281
124
50.0
280
125
49.5
279
126
49.0
278
127
48.5
277
128
48.0
276
129
47.5
275
130
47.0
274
131
46.5
273
132
46.0
272
133
45.5
271
134
45.0
270
135
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or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

269
268
267
266
265
264
263
262
261
260
259
258
257
256
255
254
253
252
251
250
249
248
247
246
245
244
243
242
241
240
239
238
237
236
235
234
233
232
231
230
229
228
227
226
225

Miter Angle

44.5
44.0
43.5
43.0
42.5
42.0
41.5
41.0
40.5
40.0
39.5
39.0
38.5
38.0
37.5
37.0
36.5
36.0
35.5
35.0
34.5
34.0
33.5
33.0
32.5
32.0
31.5
31.0
30.5
30.0
29.5
29.0
28.5
28.0
27.5
27.0
26.5
26.0
25.5
25.0
24.5
24.0
23.5
23.0
22.5

Corner Angle
Inside or Outside

136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

224
223
222
221
220
219
218
217
216
215
214
213
212
211
210
209
208
207
206
205
204
203
202
201
200
199
198
197
196
195
194
193
192
191
190
189
188
187
186
185
184
183
182
181
180

Miter Angle

22.0
21.5
21.0
20.5
20.0
19.5
19.0
18.5
18.0
17.5
17.0
16.5
16.0
15.5
15.0
14.5
14.0
13.5
13.0
12.5
12.0
11.5
11.0
10.5
10.0
9.5
9.0
8.5
8.0
7.5
7.0
6.5
6.0
5.5
5.0
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
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